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Jacqueline Lesser Faust
With over 25 years of industry experience, Jacqueline Lesser Faust is a consultant
and coach who brings strong insight into human behavior, as well as tools
necessary for successful transformational change. She has dedicated herself to
inspiring people to perform beyond their perceived limitations, and believes in
empowering clients to develop the skills and techniques necessary to fully realize
their true personal and professional goals.
Working with business leaders, high potential executives, entrepreneurs, and teams
within organizations, Jackie helps them to clarify their vision, connect with it, and
create actionable items that when aligned with corporate goals and objectives
create growth, development and increased profitability. Jackie held the role of subgroup facilitator for the Authentic Leadership Program at Wharton and Novo Nordisk, where she worked with
global business leaders to find their “True North”. Formerly with the Judge Group, a nationally recognized staffing
and consulting firm, Jackie held various sales and leadership positions, using her coaching skills to maximize
human potential.
As an Organizational Change Agent and Executive Coach, Jackie provides tools and guidance that help leaders
thrive during times of transition, and become effective change agents who optimize performance. Her high-impact
approach focuses on results; assesses and evaluates the competencies and conditions necessary for success;
clarifies goals and intentions; and leads to actionable plans to produce desired outcomes.
Jackie has over two decades of experience working with people around change. She is highly experienced in
human performance, staffing, leadership and employee development, as well as training. She has an
undergraduate degree in psychology and business administration, as well as an MBA from Drexel with a focus on
Human Resources Management. Jackie is a professional certified coach, PCC, and is a member of the
International Coach Federation.
Jackie can be reached at 215-620-1592 or at jlesser@chatsworthconsulting.com.

